THEOLOGY PROGRAM PLANNER
Effective for Students Entering Fall 2008

CORE REQUIREMENTS

___ CORE 100
___ CORE 110
___ CORE 115 or 116
___ CORE 120
___ CORE 131 OR 133
___ CORE 140 OR 141-146
___ CORE 140 OR 141-146
___ CORE 15__*
___ CORE 16__
___ CORE 17__
___ CORE 270
___ CORE 271-279

Philosophy:
___ CORE 280 AND
___ CORE 288

*See reverse side for core requirements.

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

Core Curriculum:
___ The Old Testament (CORE 251)
___ The New Testament (CORE 252)
___ Christian Ethics (CORE 260)

Other Required Courses: (any three out of the four)
___ The Church (CORE 255 or Theo 241)
___ Issues in Christian Ethics (Theo 337)
___ Bioethics (Theo 345/CORE 288)
___ The Heritage of St. Paul (Theo 431)

ONE ECUMENICAL COURSE (3 credits)
___ Protestant Christianity (Theo 356)
___ Eastern Christianity (Theo 361)
___ Jewish Thought and Life (Theo 371)
___ Faiths of the East (Theo 375)

SEMINARS (15 credits)
___ Research Seminar in Biblical Studies (Theo 451)
___ Special Topics in Theology (Theo 481)
___ Seminars in Systematic Theology (Theo 489)

ELECTIVES: (6 credits)

___________________________________________

___________________________________________